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Carbon nanotubes and manganese oxide hybrid
nanostructures as high performance ﬁber
supercapacitors
Wei Gong1, Bunshi Fugetsu2, Zhipeng Wang1, Ichiro Sakata1,2, Lei Su 3, Xueji Zhang3, Hironori Ogata4,
Mingda Li5, Chao Wang5, Ju Li 5, Josue Ortiz-Medina6, Mauricio Terrones6,7 & Morinobu Endo6

Manganese oxide (MnO2) has long been investigated as a pseudo-capacitive material for
fabricating ﬁber-shaped supercapacitors but its poor electrical conductivity and its brittleness
are clear drawbacks. Here we electrochemically insert nanostructured MnO2 domains into
continuously interconnected carbon nanotube (CNT) networks, thus imparting both electrical
conductivity and mechanical durability to MnO2. In particular, we synthesize a ﬁber-shaped
coaxial electrode with a nickel ﬁber as the current collector (Ni/CNT/MnO2); the thickness
of the CNT/MnO2 hybrid nanostructured shell is approximately 150 μm and the electrode
displays speciﬁc capacitances of 231 mF cm−1. When assembling symmetric devices featuring
Ni/CNT/MnO2 coaxial electrodes as cathode and anode together with a 1.0 M Na2SO4
aqueous solution as electrolyte, we ﬁnd energy densities of 10.97 μWh cm−1. These values
indicate that our hybrid systems have clear potential as wearable energy storage and harvesting devices.
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F

iber-shaped supercapacitors (FSCs) constitute a class of onedimensional electrical devices for energy storage1–3. Their
wearable nature, low weight, and high ﬂexibility make them
suitable for powering portable microelectromechanical devices4–6
or other wearable electronic systems7–11. Similar to conventional
planar- and cylindrical-shaped supercapacitors, FSCs store energy
via either the electrical double layer (EDL) principle or the pseudocapacitance mechanism1. For the EDL-based FSCs7,10,12–17, energy
density is governed by the overall capability of the absorbing
electrolytes (cations and anions), by having active materials
embedded within electrodes. For the pseudo-capacitive
FSCs4–6,8,9,18–21, on the other hand, the overall amount of the
redox-active materials of the electrodes is key for determining the
energy density. Purely EDL-based FSCs with carbon materials
arranged as ﬁbers and/or yarns have resulted in high power
densities and enhanced cycling stabilities; their energy densities
however are often limited to a few mF cm−1 22–25. Activated
carbons, carbon nanotubes (CNTs), graphene, and reduced

graphene oxide (rGO) have also been used as active materials for
fabricating ﬁber-shaped and/or yarn-shaped electrodes.
Of the many outstanding achievements, an effort made by Liu
et al.26 is noteworthy: they built up a typical supercapacitor
exhibiting 110 mF cm−1 energy density, which appears to be the
highest value reported to date for purely EDL-based FSCs. The
rGO being electrochemically deposited on nickel-coated multiﬁlament cotton yarns was also used as an active material. Its high
energy density was attributed to the large surface area of rGO. As
current collectors, nickel-coated cotton yarns were synthesized
via electroless deposition26, thus preserving high ﬂexibility and
the best electrical resistance has been optimized at ca. 1.3 Ω cm−1,
a value which is much higher than that of normal nickel ﬁbers
(ca. 5.1 × 10−2 Ω cm−1).
For pseudo-capacitive FSCs, energy density values based on
reversible redox interactions can be as high as many times that of
purely EDL-based capacitors1. Therefore, the loading of the
redox-active materials has been a challenge in the fabrication of
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Fig. 1 Fabrication schemes and images of a CNT/MnO2 hybrid nanostructured electrode. a Schematic illustration of the fabrication of a coaxial-shaped
CNT/MnO2 electrode with a Ni ﬁber as the current corrector. b Line-scan EDS data on a cross-section image of a typical CNT/MnO2 hybrid
nanostructured electrode (9-layered MnO2 and 8-layered CNTs) showing C (carbon, red line), Mn (manganese, green line), and O (oxygen, blue line)
atoms (scale bar, 2.5 μm). c EDS elemental mappings for C, Mn, and O, respectively (scale bar, 3 μm). d A cross-sectional SEM image (scale bar, 2 μm)
obtained by polishing with a cross-section polisher. e Schematic illustration of the conﬁguration of the CNT/MnO2 hybrid nanostructures. f A crosssectional SEM image of fracture end area of the CNT/MnO2 hybrid nanostructures (scale bar, 250 nm)
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the pseudo-capacitive FSCs. Redox-active materials, especially
inorganic systems such as MnO2, RuO2, Ni(OH)2, and Co(OH)2,
are highly brittle and exhibit poor electrical conductivity values27.
In this context, Kim and co-workers11,28] have recently reported
an effective approach that is able to overcome both the brittleness
and low electrical conductivity. In particular, manganese oxide
(MnO2) nanoparticles were uniformly deposited on a piece of a
CNT sheet via drop casting a dispersion containing MnO2
nanoparticles which was then twisted into bi-scrolled yarns.
MnO2 loading rate could be maximized up to 93 wt% while the
CNT sheet based yarns retained excellent ﬂexibility and
mechanical durability. In this case, the maximum energy density
reported was 60.6 mF cm−1. Therefore, wrapping MnO2 with
CNT sheet constitutes an alternative to maximize the loading
ratio of the redox-active materials. However, the full activation of
MnO2 is not possible via physically wrapping the redox-active
materials with CNT sheets.
Hybrid structures resembling tissue cells and capillaries in
living organisms inspired our studies; one could visualize MnO2
domains as tissue cells and CNT networks as capillaries. In this
study we describe the synthesis of CNT/MnO2 hybrid nanostructures by electrochemically inserting nanostructured MnO2
domains into continuously interconnected CNT networks. These
CNT/MnO2 hybrid nanostructures are self-conducting, and the
transfer of electrons during charge and discharge can be achieved
rapidly; this occurs almost independently of the thickness of the
CNT/MnO2 system. We also fabricate different coaxial ﬁbershaped electrodes using CNT/MnO2 hybrid nanostructures as the
pseudo-capacitive materials. The ﬁber core, which functions as
current collectors can be either metal wires/ﬁbers or carbon ﬁbers.
As the pseudo-capacitive materials of FSCs, our CNT/MnO2
hybrid nanostructures can be loaded up to a maximum thicknesses of ca. 150 μm, while both the Faradic efﬁciency and the
mechanical properties are retained with excellent performance. In
particular, we obtain speciﬁc capacitances of 231 mF cm−1, which
is about four times the value reported for the CNT-sheet-wrapped
MnO2 electrodes11. We believe these results pave the way to
establish new assemblies with a high impact in energy-related
applications.
Results
Synthesis and characterization of ﬁber-shaped Ni/CNT/MnO2
electrodes. Figure 1a schematically illustrates the process for
fabricating a coaxial ﬁber-shaped CNT/MnO2 hybrid nanostructured electrode, in which a nickel ﬁber (O.D. 200 μm) was
used as the current collector (denoted as Ni/CNT/MnO2 electrode). Two key features need to be following during preparation:
(i) the interconnected CNT networks with thicknesses of ca. 300
nm were prepared by “dipping and drying”, and (ii) nanostructured MnO2 domains were electrochemically deposited
within the CNT networks by cyclic voltammetry (CV). The
thickness of the MnO2 domains was precisely controlled by
controlling CV scan rate. These two steps (step (i) and step (ii))
were repeated for several cycles until the CNT/MnO2 hybrid
nanostructures with a desirable thickness were achieved. For
example, a Ni/CNT/MnO2 electrode carrying CNT/MnO2 with a
total thickness of 9.1 μm was prepared after 9 cycles of MnO2
deposition at a CV scan rate of 50 mV s−1 and 8 cycles for
depositing the CNT networks. Energy dispersive spectroscopy
(EDS) analysis of carbon (contained in CNTs), manganese, and
oxygen (present in MnO2) are shown in Supplementary Figure 1a-c. The data indicated that the CNT/MnO2 hybrid nanostructures are indeed constructed by MnO2 and CNTs. Elemental
EDS line scans (Fig. 1b) are overlapped with element mappings of
carbon, manganese, and oxygen (Fig. 1c), and scanning electron
COMMUNICATIONS CHEMISTRY | (2018)1:16

microscopy (SEM) images (Fig. 1d). These provided a clear
composition of the CNT/MnO2 hybrid nanostructures. It is clear
that MnO2 domains have penetrated into the CNT networks
(Fig. 1e, f). The initial thickness of CNT networks was 300–400
nm but it expanded to 1.1–1.3 μm after the electrochemical
deposition of the nanostructured MnO2 domains. In our
experiments, manganese acetate dissolved in 0.1 M sodium sulfate
aqueous solution was used as the bath for electrodepositing the
nanostructured MnO2 domains. In particular, manganese ions
(Mn2+) penetrated into the whole CNT networks via selfdiffusion. The expansion of the CNT networks from 300–400 nm
to 1.1–1.3 μm could be due to the formation of the nanostructured MnO2 nanoparticles within the CNT networks, similar
to previous observations5,29. A schematic illustration is shown in
Fig. 1e, depicting the distribution of CNT/MnO2 hybrid nanostructures. While MnO2 domains were densely packed, the CNT
networks exhibited plenty of entangled cavities (Fig. 1d, f). EDS
mapping for sodium (cation of electrolyte, Na2SO4) was also
recorded (Supplementary Figure 1d). In this case, sodium ions
were uniformly distributed through the CNT/MnO2 hybrid
nanostructures, thus indicating a high accessibility of the electrolyte. Supplementary Figure 1e shows an SEM image of a crosssectional area at low resolution. Neither the physically overwrapping method11 nor the “layer-by-layer” method30 are
applicable for depositing MnO2 nanostructures into the heavily
interconnected CNT networks we produced with high electrical
conductivity values.
As mentioned above, the thickness of the MnO2 domains
deposited electrochemically depends on the CV scan rate. For
example, by reducing the CV scan rate and increasing the
deposition time, thick nanostructured MnO2 domains can be
deposited. The electrochemical conditions used in this study are
shown in Supplementary Figure 2. It is noteworthy that our CNT/
MnO2-based electrodes showed electrochemical properties that
were superior when compared to those based only on MnO2
(Supplementary Figure 2a-d), especially for the electrodes
constructed using low CV scan rates (10, 5, 2 mV s−1).
Furthermore, a huge difference in the speciﬁc capacitances was
observed (Supplementary Figure 2e). For the CNT/MnO2
electrodes prepared at CV scan rates of 2 mV s−1, speciﬁc
capacitances of 9902 μF cm−1 were achieved, whereas a CNT-free
MnO2 electrode showed values of 1803 μF cm−1. SEM images
(Supplementary Figure 3) revealed cracked structures for the
CNT-free MnO2-based electrodes prepared at CV scan rates of
≤20 mV s−1 (Supplementary Figure 3a-c). The same situation was
observed in previous studies31. For our CNT/MnO2 hybrid
nanostructures, as can be seen from the SEM images (Supplementary Figure 3d-f), the MnO2 domains were heavily covered by
interconnected CNT networks (Supplementary Figure 3g-i), and
the transfer of electrons among all the MnO2 domains can rapidly
occur through the CNT networks. The nanostructured MnO2
domains resemble tissue cells while the heavily interconnected
CNT networks are analogs of capillaries. This unique hybrid
architecture enabled both high electrochemical reactivity and
robust mechanical properties. The thickest CNT/MnO2 hybrid
nanostructure we studied was 149 μm thick, and it was obtained
after 10 electrochemical cycles for depositing MnO2 at a CV scan
rate of 2 mV s−1, and 9 cycles for the CNT deposition. The actual
amount of MnO2 being loaded in the ten-layered CNT/MnO2
hybrid electrode was estimated to be 2.06 mg cm−1. The
capacitance values for different cycles for depositing MnO2 and
CNT networks at CV scan rates of 2, 5, 10, and 50 mV s−1 are
shown in the Supplementary Figure 4a. The speciﬁc capacitance
for all electrodes was proportional to the CNT/MnO2 thickness.
The presence of CNT networks allowed MnO2 domains to have
full contributions to the capacitance (Supplementary Figure 4b).
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Fig. 2 Electrochemical performance of a Ni/CNT/MnO2 electrode. a CV curves measured at different scan rates in 1.0 M Na2SO4. b Galvanostatic charge/
discharge curves at different current densities. c Cycling performance at 2 mA cm−1; inset: galvanostatic charge/discharge curves from the 2990th to
3000th cycle. d EIS spectrum of the same Ni/CNT/MnO2 electrode; inset: the high-frequency region (Ni/CNT/MnO2 electrode, 9-layerd MnO2 and 9layered CNTs obtained using CV scan rate at 10 mV s−1, thickness, 48 μm)

As mentioned above, the ratio of MnO2 within the CNT/MnO2
hybrid nanostructures varies as a function of the CV scan rate,
estimated to be 49.39 wt%, 66.13 wt%, 82.99 wt%, 90.71 wt%,
95.13 wt%, and 97.99 wt% for scan rates of 100, 50, 20, 10, 5, and
2 mV s−1, respectively. These values were calculated from EDS
analysis for each CNT/MnO2 sample. Thus, for the 2 mV s-1
deposited shell, the weight and capacitance of active material are
both dominated by MnO2, even though CNT plays important
role for mechanical support and electron percolation.
Nanostructured MnO2 domains embedded within CNT/MnO2
hybrids produced via electrochemical deposition exhibit the δcrystalline phase, conﬁrmed by X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns
(Supplementary Figure 5). As redox-active materials, δ- and αcrystalline nanostructured MnO2 always resulted in the best
capacitance values (γ, λ, and then β)32,33. The MnO2 domains
involved in the CNT/MnO2 hybrid nanostructures were built up
by aggregating MnO2 nanoparticles. The average grain size of
MnO2 nanoparticles were in the range of 5–30 nm, and strongly
dependent on the CV scan rate.

Mechanism of energy storage for the CNT/MnO2 hybrid
nanostructures. Similar to MnO2-based pseudo-capacitive
materials, our CNT/MnO2 hybrid nanostructures store energy
via both redox interactions and ion intercalation/deintercalation.
Equation (1) describes the chemical description for the energy
4
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storing mechanism34,35:
MnO2 þ Eþ þ e "MnOOE;

ð1Þ

where E+ denotes the cations of electrolyte. Mn(IV) in MnO2
displays a high oxidation state, having a higher potential than that
of E+ during charging the supercapacitor. In other words, Eq. (1)
can be rearranged in to Eq. (2), where E+ remained largely as
cations but being electrically balanced by electrons, e−:
MnðIVÞO2 þ Eþ þ e "½MnðIIIÞOO :::Eþ ;

ð2Þ

where [Mn(III)OO]–…E+ denotes an electrically induced intermediated state which stores electrons, i.e., energies via redox and
ion-intercalation interactions. However, due to the very poor
electrical conductivity of MnO2, the formation of [Mn(III)OO]–
…E+, i.e., the redox and intercalation interactions, is restricted to
a very thin MnO2 subsurface (ca. 420 nm34). Our CNT/MnO2
hybrid nanostructures, as can be seen from Fig. 1d, is novel and
desirable since it is able to maximize the formation of [Mn(III)
OO]–…E+. It is also noteworthy that the thickness of MnO2
domains can be precisely tuned at ca. 500 nm by controlling the
CV scan rate and, moreover, electrons involved in [Mn(III)OO]–
…E+ can be effectively delivered via the CNT networks. In other
words, the CNT networks functioned as “electrical capillaries”
which deliver electrons to nanostructured MnO2 domains. High
capacitances can be achieved by increasing the overall thickness
of MnO2 domains within the CNT/MnO2 hybrid nanostructures.
| DOI: 10.1038/s42004-018-0017-z | www.nature.com/commschem
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Fig. 3 Electrochemical performance of a symmetric ﬁber-shaped supercapacitor device. a CV curves of the symmetric supercapacitor device (cathode and
anode: Ni/CNT/MnO2, 9-layered MnO2 and 9-layered CNTs, total thickness, 48 μm) measured at various scan rates in 1.0 M Na2SO4. b Galvanostatic
charge/discharge curves and c device capacitance of the symmetric supercapacitor device at various current densities. d Energy density and power density
of the same supercapacitor device compared with typical published data on the ﬁber-shaped supercapacitor devices

Supplementary Figure 6 shows typical plots of the speciﬁc capacitance vs. thickness of the CNT/MnO2 hybrid nanostructures.
The Ni/CNT/MnO2 electrode having a 149 μm thick CNT/MnO2
shell with 2.06 mg cm−1 MnO2 loading exhibited capacitances of
231.2 mF cm−1. The best reported data for the speciﬁc capacitance in MnO2 using CNT sheets was 60.6 mF cm−1, which is
about one-fourth the value of the performance of our CNT/MnO2
multi-layered structure. Figure 2 shows CV curves (Fig. 2a),
galvanostatic charge/discharge curves (Fig. 2b), cycling performance (Fig. 2c), and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
(EIS) spectra (Fig. 2d) for the coaxial Ni/CNT/MnO2 electrodes.
All experiments were carried out using a three-electrode system
in a 1.0 M Na2SO4 solution. The Ni/CNT/MnO2 hybrid nanostructured electrode used in Fig. 2 was electrochemically prepared
using CV scan rates of 10 mV s−1, and the overall thickness of the
CNT/MnO2 hybrid nanostructure was about 48 μm. Quasirectangular-shaped CV curves were observed when the CV scan
rates ranged from 2 mV s−1 to 100 mV s−1 (Fig. 2a), as well as
symmetrically shaped galvanostatic charge/discharge curves
(Fig. 2b), thus indicating the presence of an ideal pseudocapacitive material29,36. The speciﬁc capacitance vs. current
densities for this Ni/CNT/MnO2 electrode was calculated based
on the galvanostatic charge/discharge curves. It was found to be
51.3, 49.1, 44.1, 37.5, and 36.2 mF cm−1 for current densities of
0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 0.7, and 1.0 mA cm−1, respectively. The speciﬁc
capacitance in weight of a 10-layered (CV rate for electrochemical
deposition, 10 mV s−1) CNT/MnO2 hybrid electrode was calculated to be 236.5 F g−1 at a current density of 0.1 mA cm−1 by the
COMMUNICATIONS CHEMISTRY | (2018)1:16

mass of CNT/MnO2 hybrid nanostructuresd shell. Long charge/
discharge cycling tests were performed at a current density of 2
mA cm−1, and the electrochemical stability of the CNT/MnO2
hybrid nanostructures remained nearly constant even after 3000
cycles (Fig. 2c). We also measured the diameter of the electrode
after certain cycles of charging and discharging processes; changes were not observed, indicating the excellent durability of the
CNT/MnO2 hybrid electrode. The CNT/MnO2 hybrid electrode
remained stable while the working potential for the supercapacitor ranged from 0 V to 0.8 V (vs. Ag/AgCl). In the EIS
measurements, the Nyquist plots (Fig. 2d) showed a vertical line
in a low-frequency region and the low equivalent series resistance
was calculated to be 6.8 Ω cm−1.
Symmetric supercapacitor devices. Two-electrode-type supercapacitors were assembled and the typical electrochemical
responses are shown in Fig. 3. Cathode and anode consisted of a
single piece of a Ni/CNT/MnO2 ﬁber having an identical shell
thickness at around 48 μm and lengths of 1.15 cm; a 1.0 M
Na2SO4 aqueous solution was used as the electrolyte. Interestingly, this device gives quasi-rectangular-shaped CV curves
(Fig. 3a) and symmetrically shaped galvanostatic charge/discharge curves (Fig. 3b), indicating excellent capacitive performances. Cell linear capacitance remained at 76.3% (from 27.0 to
20.6 mF cm−1), even as the current density increased from 0.02 to
0.5 mA cm−1 (Fig. 3c). Energy density and power density of this
two-electrode device were calculated to be 2.09 μWh cm−1 and
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7.11 μW cm−1, respectively, at 0.02 mA cm−1, and 1.59 μWh cm
−1 and 275.6 μW cm−1, for current densities of 0.5 mA cm−1
(Fig. 3d). Typical data on cell energy density and power density
reported by other groups7,9,16, are also given in Fig. 3d for
comparison. Our CNT/MnO2 hybrid nanostructures clearly show
the best performance. Finally, two-electrode devices using Ni/
CNT/MnO2 electrodes having the maximum CNT/MnO2 shell
thickness (149 μm) resulted in energy densities of 10.97 μWh cm
−1, which, to the best of our knowledge, are the best data on the
MnO2-based FSCs reported hitherto. Energy density has been
further enhanced by using bundled Ni/CNT/MnO2 ﬁbers as
electrodes (cathode and anode). In this context, a symmetrical
supercapacitor with a triple-bundled Ni/CNT/MnO2 ﬁber (three
strands of the 1.15-cm long Ni/CNT/MnO2 ﬁbers were bundled
in parallel and were then used as both cathode and anode) as
electrodes was assembled. Surprisingly, this was capable of
powering a light-emitting diode (LED; Fig. 4a). Note here that
three micro-supercapacitor devices connected in parallel were
also capable of powering the LED (Supplementary Figure 7).
From the CV (Fig. 4b) and galvanostatic charge/discharge curves
(Fig. 4c), the capacitance was enhanced nearly twice and three
times when the dual and the triple-bundled Ni/CNT/MnO2
electrodes were used. The measured resistance (Fig. 4d) was 62.5
Ω, 37.5 Ω, and 12.5 Ω, for the single, dual-bundled, and the triplebundled electrodes, respectively. In other words, bundled Ni/
CNT/MnO2 electrodes result in high energy densities and high
power densities, and also lower the internal resistance values of
the pseudo-capacitive materials.
Discussion
It is clear that our ﬁber supercapacitors are potentially capable of
driving wearable electronic devices. We established a novel CNT/
MnO2 hybrid nanostructured material that resembles tissue cells
6
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and capillaries. In our case, CNT networks entangle within
nanostructured MnO2 domains, thus allowing electrons to be
injected effectively via these conducting CNT networks. Pseudocapacitive domains have been activated via Faradic and the
intercalation/deintercalation interactions, and the capability for
storing energy therefore has been enhanced. Moreover, the selfconducting properties of our CNT/MnO2 hybrid nanostructures
enabled us to increase the absolute energy density via the maximized loading rate of MnO2. The bending stability of the electrode depends entirely on the properties of the current collectors.
CNT/MnO2 hybrid electrodes with carbon ﬁbers as current correctors showed superior bending stabilities; they were able to
bend 360 degrees while the electrochemical performance
remained unchanged. Other combinatorial nanostructures, such
as CNT/TiO2, CNT/RuO2, CNT/PbO2, CNT/Ni(OH)2, and CNT/
Co(OH)2, are also possible via the electrochemical-deposition/
CNT network formation methodology. We believe that our
results pave the way to the design and development of novel
wearable energy storage devices.
Methods
Preparation of aqueous dispersions containing mono-dispersed CNTs. Asgrown, entangled multi-walled CNT powders (NC7000TM), were purchased from
Nanocyl S.A. (Belgium). They were further dispersed into aqueous suspensions via
the following steps: (i) 40 g of the as-purchased CNT powders were pre-dispersed
into 1000 ml deionized water using a ball mill system (Multi Lab DYNO-Mill, 0.6
mm zirconium beads), (ii) 10 g of sodium cholate (Wako Chemicals) was then
introduced and the slurry was then ball milled for about 50 min, (iii) 5.0 g
of Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) (Wako Chemicals) and 2.0 g of hydroxypropyl
cellulose (Wako Chemicals) were introduced and the slurry was further ball milled
till the CNTs disperse individually. Degrees of dispersion (D90 < 60 nm) were
conﬁrmed by a series of size distribution analysis using a dynamic light scattering
analyzer (HORIBA Dynamic Light Scattering Particle Size Analyzer LB-550). A
typical SEM image showing CNTs being dispersed individually is given in Supplementary Figure 8. Cholate functioned as the dispersing agent while PVP and
hydroxypropyl cellulose functioned as the stabilizers.
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Preparation of the Ni/CNT/MnO2 electrodes. Nanostructured MnO2 domains
were anodically electrodeposited onto CNT networks via a cyclic voltammetry. A
Ni mono-ﬁber (diameter, 200 μm) was used as the working electrode, a platinum
foil as the counter electrode, and an Ag/AgCl electrode as the reference electrode.
The Ni ﬁber was immersed into an aqueous solution containing 0.1 M Mn(Ac)2
and 0.1 M Na2SO4. Cyclic voltammograms were recorded between 0.4 and 1.4 V
(vs. Ag/AgCl) at a certain scan rate (from 2 to 100 mV s−1) for 1 cycle. After
electrodepositing the nanostructured MnO2 domains, the Ni/MnO2 electrode was
rinsed in deionized water and then dried at room temperature. The Ni/MnO2
electrode was dipped into the mono-dispersed CNT suspension for 10 s and then
rapidly removed. Subsequently, the Ni/CNT/MnO2 electrode was dried using a
heat gun. After drying, the Ni/CNT/MnO2 electrode was subjected to surfactant/
stabilizer removal by washing with abundant ethanol and deionized water, and
dried at room temperature. The two steps were repeated several times until
desirable Ni/CNT/MnO2 hybrid nanostructured electrodes were obtained. Four 10layered CNT/MnO2 hybrid electrodes (CV scan rate for electrochemical deposition, 10 mV s−1) were prepared under identical experimental conditions and the
energy density of each electrode was measured. The standard deviation (n = 4) was
found to be 5.7%, indicating the CNT/MnO2 hybrid electrodes are reproducible.
Assembly of the symmetric supercapacitors. Two Ni/CNT/MnO2 hybrid
nanostructured electrodes were placed parallel and ca. 500 μm apart, then ﬁxed
with tape and inserted into a ﬂexible plastic tube ﬁlled with a 1.0 M Na2SO4
aqueous solution. The tube was ﬁnally sealed with epoxy resin to prepare the
symmetric devices. One end of each electrode was connected to a 180 μm diameter
Cu wire using silver paste for electrochemical performance measurements.

following equation:
Pcell;l ¼ Ecell;l ´ 3600=tdischarge ;

where tdischarge is the discharge time.
The overall capacitance of the CNT/MnO2 hybrid electrode increased
proportionally as the length of the electrode increased. Due to the limitation of the
surface area of the counter electrode, the maximum length of the CNT/MnO2
hybrid electrode prepared in this study was restricted to 5.2 cm.
Data availability. The data that support the ﬁndings of this study are available
from the corresponding author upon request.
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Supplementary Figure 1. Microstructures of a CNT/MnO2 nanostructured electrode. (a-d)
Elemental mapping analyses performed on the cross-section area of a Ni/CNT/MnO2 electrode and
the locations of (a) C (carbon, red dots), (b) Mn (manganese, green dots), (c) O (oxygen, blue dots)
and (d) Na (sodium, yellow dots) atoms are spotted (all scale bars, 3 μm); (e) a SEM image of the
cross-section area of the same Ni/CNT/MnO2 electrode at a low resolution (scale bar, 50 μm).
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Supplementary Figure 2. Electrochemical performances of the electrodes with and without
CNT-networks. (a) CV curves of Ni/MnO2 (single layered MnO2 without CNT-networks) electrodes
prepared via electrodeposition with the CV scan rate at 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, and 100 mV s-1, respectively.
(b) Galvanostatic charge-discharge curves of the same Ni/MnO2 electrodes at a current density of 0.1
mA cm-1. (c) CV curves of the Ni/CNT/MnO2 (single-layered MnO2 and single-layered CNTnetworks) electrodes prepared via electrodeposition with the identical CV scan rate as in (a) and (d)
the coresponding galvanostatic charge-discharge curves at a current density of 0.1 mA cm-1. (e)
Comparison of the specific capacitances of the Ni/MnO2 and the Ni/CNT/MnO2 electrodes prepared
by using identical CV scan rate for the electrodeposition of MnO2.
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Supplementary Figure 3. SEM images of typical Ni/MnO2 and Ni/CNT/MnO2 electrodes.
Ni/MnO2 electrodes prepared via electrochemical deposition at CV scan rate of (a) 20 mV s -1, (b) 10
mV s-1, (c) 5 mV s-1 (all scale bars, 100 μm). The Ni/CNT/MnO2 electrodes prepared at (d) 20 mV s-1,
(e) 10 mV s-1, (f) 5 mV s-1 (all scale bars, 100 μm). Magnified SEM images of CNT-networks of the
Ni/CNT/MnO2 electrodes (g, h, i) (all scale bars, 1 μm); arrows: cracked MnO2 domains being
wrapped by CNT-networks.
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Supplementary Figure 4. Capacitance of the electrodes with different number of MnO2 layers.
(a) Specific capacitance of the Ni/CNT/MnO2 electrodes versus numbers of electrodeposition of
MnO2 domains; each layered MnO2 domains were electrochemically deposited within the CNTnetworks. Ni/CNT/MnO2 electrodes prepared via electrodeposition with the CV scan rate at 2, 5, 10
and 50 mV s-1 are shown in this figure. (b) Specific capacitances of the Ni/CNT/MnO2 electrodes
prepared by using the scan rate at 50 mV s-1; MnO2 was accumulated from 1 layer to 10 layers, CNTnetworks were inserted between each of the MnO2 layers.
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Supplementary Figure 5. Crystal structure of the electrodes. XRD patterns of the typical
Ni/CNT/MnO2 hybrid nanostructured electrodes prepared via electrodeposition at the CV scan rate of
2, 5, 10, 20, 50, and 100 mV s-1, respectively.
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Supplementary Figure 6. Specific capacitance versus thickness of the CNT/MnO2 hybrid
nanostructures of the electrodes. The specific capacitances for all electrodes were proportional to
the thicknesses of CNT/MnO2.

Supplementary Figure 7. Digital photograph of a light-emitting diode (LED) lightened by three
fiber supercapacitors connected in parallel. The Ni/CNT/MnO2 electrodes were the 9-layered
MnO2 and 9-layered CNTs, the thickness of CNT/MnO2 is 48 μm.

Supplementary Figure 8. A typical SEM image of multi-walled CNTs being dispersed into
tubular level of dispersions in water. The dispersion contained 4.0 wt% multi-walled CNTs, which
was diluted to 1/1000 with deionized water, filtered by using an alumina based nano-filter, dried in air
and then was observed using SEM (scale bar, 2 μm).

